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We have measured the magnetic correlations, susceptibility, specific heat, and thermal relaxation
in the dipolar-coupled Ising system LiHo„Y& „F4. The material is ferromagnetic for spin concen-
trations at least as low as x=0.46, with a Curie temperature obeying mean-field scaling relative to
that of pure LiHoF4. In contrast, an x=0.167 sample behaves as a spin glass above its transition
temperature, while an x=0.045 crystal shows very different glassy properties characterized by de-
creasing barriers to relaxation and nonexponential thermal relaxation as T~0. We find the proper-
ties of the x=0.045 system to be consistent with a single low-degeneracy ground state with a large
gap for excitations. The x=0.167 sample, however, supports a complex ground state with no appre-
ciable gap, in accordance with prevailing theories of spin glasses. The underlying causes of such
disparate behavior are discussed in terms of random clusters as probed by neutron studies of the
x =0.167 sample.
I. INTRODUCTION
The diverse variety of glassy systems, the history-
dependent nature of their response, and the multiplicity
of allowable ground states make it difficult to identify the
salient microscopic properties of glassy behavior. One
approach to this problem is to find a simple prototype
that has many or all of the features of "canonical" glasses
and yet is easy to characterize microscopically. With
that intent, we report frequency-dependent magnetic sus-
ceptibility, specific-heat, thermal relaxation, and
neutron-scattering measurements, of the dilute, insulat-
ing, dipolar-coupled Ising magnet' LiHo„Y, F4.
Here, Ising dipoles occupy randomly chosen sites of a
regular lattice. The form of the microscopic Harniltonian
is completely understood, but the anisotropy and long-
range nature of the dipolar interaction, combined with
the disorder introduced by replacing the magnetic Ho +
ions with nonmagnetic Y +, provide for a rich spectrum
of physical responses. In particular, we show that
different regimes of magnetic glassiness can be accessed
by varying the holmium concentration x.
For Ising spins, the dipole-dipole interaction is given
by
E;,=s,s,J(1—3 cos 8,. . )/r,
where s; and s.=+1 are the Ising spin variables,I=g pz is the coupling constant, 8; is the angle formed
by the Ising axis and the vector connecting the spins, and
r,. is the interspin distance. The radial dependence,
E,- ~ 1/r,
~,
means that many more than nearest-neighbor
interactions must be taken into account. The angular
dependence, E, cc (1—3 cos 8, ), means that E, can"
change sign. Specifically, for angles close to the Ising
axis, the interaction is ferromagnetic, but for interrnedi-
ate values (55'(8;, ~ 125') it is antiferromagnetic. Early
theoretical work' on this problem focused on whether,
in the face of these competing interactions, dipolar fer-
romagnetism can occur at all, and a classical analysis by
Luttinger and Tisza showed that even at zero tempera-
ture the ordering depends both on lattice structure and
sample shape.
With the development of the renormalization-group
(RG) theory, there was a resurgence of interest in dipolar
magnets. It was shown ' that for a dipolar-coupled Is-
ing system the marginal dimensionality d* that separates
classical, mean-field-type behavior from nonclassical be-
havior is three. For most other systems, d*)4. Thus,
the dipolar, Ising magnet represents one of the few cases
where predictions based on exact solutions of the RG
equations at d =d can be tested experimentally.
It was soon noted '" that in the compounds LiRF4,
where R is a rare-earth element, the rare-earth elements
are mostly dipolar coupled, and that the ferromagnets
LiTbF4 (Curie temperature Tc=2.86 K) and LiHoF4(Tc=1.53 K) are essentially Ising at low temperatures.
This led to an extensive series of investigations by various
groups, ' ' first on LiTbF4 and then on LiHoF4, which
found the predicted logarithmic corrections ' to mean-
field exponents near Tc in the susceptibility and specific
heat.
An important feature of the rare-earth lithium
Auorides is that a nonmagnetic impurity, yttrium, can be
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introduced substitutionally, producing a dilution series
LiR Y& „F4. This raises the possibility of studying a
random, dipolar-coupled Ising system. We are aware of
only two theoretical works on this question. In one,
Aharony did an RG analysis of the critical behavior of
the random, dipolar-coupled Ising model that predicted
corrections to mean-field exponents at d*=3 different
from those for the undiluted case. In the other, Aharony
and Stephen ' studied the variation of the ordering tem-
perature Tc with spin concentration x for various long-
range interactions in the x ~0 limit of the random Ising
model. Their work contains the suggestion that, for di-
polar interactions, spin-glass ordering may be favored
over ferromagnetic ordering for x less than some critical
concentration x, .
Inspired by the first of these papers, various investiga-
tors ' studied the LiTb„Y& „F4 series. The ground
state of a Tb + ion in the crystal field of the LiRF4 lattice
is not a true Ising doublet, but rather a pair of singlets
separated by 1.2 K. Thus, LiTbF4 is an induced moment
ferromagnet, and the properties of the dilution series
are manifestations of a crossover to Van Vleck
paramagnetism rather than a direct consequence of ran-
domness. Since the ground state of the Ho + in the
LiR, Y, „F4 lattice is a true Ising doublet, LiHo„Y, „F4
is a better system to study in the context of randomly dis-
tributed dipoles.
In this paper, we describe magnetic susceptibility,
specific-heat, thermal relaxation, and neutron-scattering
experiments on LiHo& Y& F4 with x =0.67 0.46,
0.167, and 0.045. As a function of decreasing dipole con-
centration, the system is characterized by qualitatively
different ground states: ferromagnetic (FM), spin glass
(SG), and "decoupled cluster glass" (DCG). This latter
state, in the dilute limit, does not appear to freeze at finite
temperature, and in view of the long-range nature of the
dipolar interaction, is least expected. We show in Fig. 1
the magnetic phase diagram for LiHo„Y& F4 inferred
from the current experiments as well as experience with
other systems exhibiting both FM and SG states.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section
we describe sample properties and measurement tech-
niques. Section III presents the experimental results and
data analysis, while Sec. IV contains a discussion which
attempts to relate the different measurements to particu-
lar ground-state and excited-state structures. Finally,
Sec. V summarizes the discoveries made in the course of
our study.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
A. Properties of LiHo„Y& „F&
The LiRF4 compounds have a body-centered, tetrago-
nal unit cell containing four formula units, shown in Fig.
2. The lattice constants' are a =a'=5. 175(5) A and
c = 10.75(1) A. The magnetic holmium ions compete for
the same lattice sites as the nonmagnetic yttrium ions.
Thus, by varying the [Ho]:[Y]ratio, differing amounts of
randomness can be introduced into the Ho spin system.
The Ho + ions in this system constitute a nearly ideal
dipolar-coupled Ising system at low temperatures. The
ground state of a Ho + ion in the crystal field of the
LiRF4 lattice is an Ising doublet, but with g =14. The
Ising axis is the c axis of the crystal. The first excited
crystal-field level is 9.4 K above the ground-state doublet;
at the low temperatures of our experiments, T ~1 K,
only the Ising doublet is appreciably populated. These
materials are optically transparent insulators, so there is
no Ruderman-Kittel (-Kasuya)-Yosida (RKKY) interac-
tion between the Ho ions. In addition, exchange cou-
plings between the Ho + ions are small; the exchange en-
ergy for nearest neighbors is half that of the nearest-
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FIG. 1. Phase diagram for the diluted dipolar-coupled Ising
magnet, LiHo„Y, F4. PM =Paramagnet, FM =Ferromagnet,
SG=Spin Glass. Arrow shows location of "decoupled cluster
glass, " described in text. Solid circles are from neutron and
magnetic susceptibility measurements (this work, Ref. 3, and
Ref. 51)~ The open circle denotes a spin-glass transition tem-
perature obtained from a dynamic scaling analysis of the
x =0.167 susceptibility data.
FIG. 2. Unit cell of L~Ho Yl — F4, space group & "(14,/a)
Lattice constants are a =a'=5. 175(5) A and c=10.75(1) A.
Ho and Y atoms compete for the lattice sites designated by
large, solid circles. Fluorine atoms are only shown around the
Ho(Y) site at (a/2, a/2, c/4) (following Ref. 2).
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neighbor dipolar interaction, and for second nearest
neighbors it is only 5% of the dipolar interaction. Thus,
the magnetic properties of LiHo Y, F4 are dominated
by the dipolar forces, as confirmed by our neutron-
scattering measurements (see below). The nearest-
neighbor dipolar interaction is ferromagnetic; the
second-nearest-neighbor interaction is antiferromagnetic.
Pure LiHoF4 is a ferrornagnet with T&=1.53 K, but
there is a delicate balance between competing interac-
tions in this crystal structure, and one expects the effects
of dilution to be pronounced.
LiHo, Y, F4 is also an attractive material to work
with for a number of purely practical reasons. Since it is
an insulator, ac susceptibility measurements can be ex-
tended to very high frequencies without having to worry
about eddy-current heating, as in a metal. LiHo, Y& „F4
is used for lasing purposes, so large, single crystals are
commercially available. Our samples, single crystals of
order 0.25 cm in size and 1 g in mass, were either pur-
chased from Sanders Associates (Nashua, New
Hampshire), or obtained from Howard Guggenheim
(AT&T Bell Labs). Chemical segregation effects have
been explicitly ruled out in these samples by neutron-
scattering studies. For example, the upper bound for the
full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the (1.98,0,0)
peak in an x =0.67 ferromagnetic sample with T, =0.98
K is 10 mK (see below), even disregarding finite-q
broadening and limitations due to instrumental resolu-
tion. Hence, concentration fluctuations must be less than
one percent. LiHo, Y, F4 is optically active, so the c
axis can be found merely by viewing a crystal between
crossed polarizers. Finally, the lattice constants vary by
less than 0.01% between x =0 and 1.' This means that
one can determine the Ho concentration x to +0.1% by
an accurate measurement of a sample's density. We used
an air-water differential weighing technique to that end.
8. Neutron dift'raction
We performed neutron-scattering experiments at the
cold neutron facility of the Brookhaven High Flux Beam
Reactor. A single crystal of LiHop, 67Yp 8»F4, with di-
mensions 6X6X6 mm, was placed in a dilution refri-
gerator which was mounted on a triple-axis neutron spec-
trometer equipped with pyrolitic graphite double mono-
chromator and analyzer crystals. The collimation was
60', 40', 60', 80', open, in the core, monochromator,
monochromator-sample, sample-analyzer, and analyzer-
detector positions, respectively. Be filters eliminated
higher-order beam contamination. With incident and
final neutron energies of 5 meV, we measured the diffuse,
magnetic scattering near the (2,0,0) Bragg peak of
LiHop, 67Yp 833F4 for temperatures between 0.15 and 1.5
K, as given by a carbon thermometer mounted next to
the sample. The neutron scan intensity was normalized
to 5000 counts detected at the monitor, representing a
counting time of approximately five minutes. A back-
ground signal of six counts per minute was subtracted
from the data. We also measured the temperature depen-
dence of the scattering from a ferromagnetic sample with
x =0.67. The sample, an irregularly shaped single crys-
tal with an approximate volume of 0.5 cm, was cooled in
a He cryostat. The collimation was 30', 40', 30', 40', 40',
and the neutron energy was 4.5 meV. Temperature scans
at (2,0,0) and (1.98,0,0) were taken to measure the mag-
netic Bragg scattering and the critical scattering near Tz,
respectively.
C. Magnetic susceptibility
We used a variety of phase-sensitive inductance bridge
techniques to measure the real and imaginary parts of the
ac magnetic susceptibility,
g(co, T) =g'(co, T)+iy" (co, T),
at millikelvin temperatures. Initially, we mapped out the
phase diagram of LiHo„Y1 „F4 by measuring y(T) at
fixed co for samples of differing Ho concentration. In or-
der to change samples quickly, we used the top-loading
capability of the dilution refrigerator. Thus, the coils
were constrained to fit in the 0.855 in. long XO. 325 in. di-
ameter, semicylindrical cutout of the top-loading sample
holder, and fit snugly around the samples, each of order
0.5XO. SX1.0 cm in size. Typical coils were made of
225 turns of 40-gauge Cu wire for the secondary and 150
turns of 36-gauge Cu wire for the primary. With the pri-
mary approximately three times as long as the secondary,
the magnetic field H~3. 2X10 Oe was homogeneous
to =3% over the length of the sample. An external
bridge circuit was used to balance the voltage induced
in the secondary, which was transformer coupled to a
PAR 124A lockin amplifier.
More sensitive measurements were required to investi-
gate the glassy dynamics of the two most dilute
samples, x =0.045 and 0.167. Spectroscopic studies were
made of a 0.95 X0.52 X0.52 crn single crystal of
LiHop p45YQ 955F4 with the Ising axis parallel to its length.
Here, the bridge contained two identical mutual induc-
tances bolted to the mixing chamber of the dilution refri-
gerator, with the secondary coils wired in opposition.
The primaries were 5 crn long, containing 1460 turns of
36-gauge Cu wire in four layers, and provided a field
H &0.04 Oe that was uniform to 1% over the length of
the sample. The secondaries each had 2750 turns of 40-
gauge Cu wire wound in 25 layers around a Mylar form
of the same dimensions as the sample. We measured the
magnetic response, y(co), at eight temperatures between
90 and 300 mK. Data were obtained from 0.2 Hz to 20
kHz with a PAR 124A lockin amplifier, and from 0.02 to
2 Hz with a combination HP 3325A frequency synthesiz-
er, computer-based digital lockin technique. Similarly,
using a combination of conventional and computer-based
digital lockin amplifiers, we measured the complex ac
susceptibility of a single crystal of LiHop
~67Yp 8~~F4 at
fixed temperature between 0.12 and 0.3 K over the fre-
quency range 0.5 Hz to 10 kHz. The sample was cut to a
5.0X0.75X0.75 mm needle in order to reduce demag-
netization effects, with its Ising (c) axis along its length.
Data was collected with a SQUID susceptometer and in-
ductance bridge. The frequency range was limited by
noise at the low end and by instabilities in the SQUID
electronics at the high end. The arm of the bridge con-
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taining the sample consisted of a primary (excitation} coil
of 310 turns of superconducting NbTi wire with two
secondary (pickup} coils each of 7 turns of NbTi wire,
also arranged in a gradiometer configuration. The coils
were placed in a lead shield and mounted on the mixing
chamber of the dilution refrigerator, with the sample heat
sunk to the mixing chamber via 36-gauge Cu wire silver-
epoxied to its ends. The field from the primary was
2.0X10 Oe and was calculated to vary by &0.5% over
the length of the sample. The magnetic response for all
samples was always in the linear regime, in contrast to re-
cent studies of electric dipolar glasses where the polariza-
tion was found to be a nonanalytic function of field.
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D. Calorimetry
Specific-heat measurements using both pulse and relax-
ation techniques were performed on approximately 30-
mg single-crystal platelets of both LiHop p45Yp 955F4 and
LiHop &67Yp 833F4. The platelet was greased with Apiezon
N to a single-crystal sapphire substrate with a gold heater
evaporated on its back. The thermometer was a chip cut
from a 220 0 carbon Spear thermometer calibrated
against a germanium thermometer on the mixing
chamber. We estimate that the addendum was less than
1% of the total signal at 1 K and negligible at the lowest
T. Heat pulses yielded temperature excursions never in
excess of 5 mK at 0.13 K and 20 mK at 1.5 K. Care was
taken to allow the samples to reach equilibrium over
many hours at the lowest temperatures before initiating
the measurements.
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FIG. 3. Neutron-scattering intensity vs temperature for
LiHOO 67Yo 33F4 a ferromagnet with Tc =0.98 K. (a) Scattering
with wave vector slightly off the (2,0,0) Bragg peak, showing
divergence of y at T&. Vertical line at peak shows size of (sta-
tistical) error bar. (b) Magnetic Bragg scattering at (2,0,0) show-
ing onset of spontaneous magnetization at T&.
III. RESULTS
A. Overview
Neutron-scattering and ac susceptibility measurements
as a function of temperature reveal a crossover from
ferromagnetism to glassiness with increasing dilution of
the dipoles. Magnetic Bragg scattering from
LiHop 67Yp 33F4 plotted in Fig. 3, clearly indicates fer-
romagnetic ordering. The growth of the order parameter
for T( Tc is shown in Fig. 3(b), while the temperature
scan in Fig. 3(a), taken for a wave vector slightly dis-
placed from the ordering vector, shows the divergence of
the susceptibility at T, =0.98 K. The background rising
below T, in Fig. 3(a) arises from domain-wall scattering,
which is generally pronounced in Ising ferromagnets.
Evidence for magnetic ordering can also be obtained
from the bulk ac susceptibility. We plot in Fig. 4 y ( T) atf =50 Hz for LiHop g6Yp 54F4. As T decreases, y' first
increases to the demagnetizing limit ' at T&=0.68 K,
then abruptly drops, as expected for Ising ferromagnets.
For both of these concentrations, Tc satisfies the mean-
field prediction Tc(x)=xTC(x =1) within the errors in
measuring temperature and concentration. We illustrate
this point in Fig. 1, where the measured Curie tempera-
tures (solid circles) follow the mean-field law (solid line).
With further dilution, LiHo„Y& „F4 behaves very
differently than expected for a mean-field dipolar fer-
romagnet. Figure 5 shows y'( T) at f =50 Hz for
x =0.167 and x =0.045. For these data, as for x =0.46
above, the vertical scales were calibrated by fitting g' to a
Curie law at high T, using a moment of 7pz per Ho +
ion. The data for x =0.045 and 0.167 have several im-
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FIG. 4. Real part of the ac magnetic susceptibility, y', as a
function of temperature T at f =50 Hz. LiHoo~6YO, „F~ ap-
pears to be a conventional ferromagnet with a (mean-field) re-
duced T, (following Ref. 4).
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FIG. 5. Real part of the ac magnetic susceptibility, y', as a
function of temperature, T, at f =50 Hz. Both samples appear
to be glassy magnets, where the equilibrium time of the more
concentrated LiHop ]67Yp 833F4 is of order a day per point (fol-
lowing Ref. 4).
FIG. 6. Frequency, f, dependence of y'( T) for
LiHop ~&Yp»&F&. The peak in g' follows an Arrhenius law (in-
set), typical of glasses (from Ref. 4).
fp = 1 l&QhQ~=f p exp( Eg lkT) (2)
at least over our limited frequency and temperature range
(inset). The solid line is a least-squares fit with
fo=1.OX 10 Hz and Eslk=2. 2 K. This energy is of
order the nearest-neighbor interaction energy and, as
pointed out by Atsarkin, of order the width of the nu-
clear hyperfine multiplet. The extraordinarily low at-
tempt frequency, fo, for this Ising spin system at low
temperatures presumably accounts for the observation of
hysteresis in the ac susceptibility. From Eq. (2),
char= 1 h for T=O. 1 K.
portant features. First, long-time processes become ap-
parent at low T. Equilibrium data can be obtained for
the x =0.045 sample only by cooling or warming in zero
applied field at rates less than 20 mKl2 h; cooling and
warming curves do not coincide for the x =0.167 sample
even then. Furthermore, the real and imaginary parts of
the susceptibility are of comparable magnitude for these
two concentrations, which indicates that the magnetic
relaxation occurs at rates of order the measuring frequen-
cy (50 Hz}. Second, the maximal value of y'( T) is at only
3 and —,
' the demagnetizing limit for the x =0. 167 and
0.045 samples, respectively. ' Third, y'(T) peaks at tem-
peratures well above the mean-field expectation,
x Tc(x = 1 },suggesting that the long-time glassy behavior
preempts the ferromagnetism. Surprisingly, this new
temperature scale does not seem to scale with spin con-
centration between x =0.045 and 0.167. Finally, a pro-
nounced measuring frequency dependence arises, as
shown in Fig. 6 for the most dilute sample. With increas-
ing T the g'( T) curves begin to overlap for progressively
higher frequencies. Concomitantly, as f is reduced, the
maximum in y'(T) both moves to lower T and sharpens
The peak frequencies, f~, are well described by the Ar-
rhenius law familiar from studies of glasses,
8. Spectroscopic response
The Arrhenius parameters are the essential physical in-
formation derived from temperature scans of the ac mag-
netic susceptibility at fixed frequency. In order to discern
more than the temperature evolution of the peak frequen-
cy, one can map out the spectral response by fixing T and
varying co. Due to the myriad modes of relaxation in a
glassy system, this approach requires sampling a wide
range of time scales. We plot in Fig. 7 the real and imagi-
nary parts of the susceptibility for x =0.045 over six de-
cades in frequency at four different temperatures. In ad-
dition to providing a picture of the full dynamics of the
system, this approach offers the advantage of more easily
accommodating the extraordinarily long thermal relaxa-
tion times at temperatures below the peak in y'( T). After
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FIG. 7. Real (y') and imaginary (y") parts of the magnetic
susceptibility of LiHoQQ45YQ955FQ vs frequency f for several
temperatures T. Solid lines are fits to a distribution of energy
barriers to relaxation described in the text (following Ref. 40).
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equilibrating at one T, frequency can be scanned at will.
Hence, we were able to obtain equilibrium data for the
x =0. 167 sample, plotted in Fig. 8. At each T, the peak
in y"(a3) coincides roughly with the inflection point in
y'(a3). This peak follows an Arrhenius law over more
than four decades in frequency (giving slightly different
parameters over this larger range than the y'(T) data for
x =0.045), with f&=2.0X10 Hz and E&/k=1. 46 K
for x =0.045, and fo =8.25 X 10 Hz and E& /k =2.05 K
for x =0.167. Both data sets are corrected for demagnet-
ization effects by approximating the shape of the samples
by a prolate ellipsoid of revolution. The solid lines are
nonlinear-least-squares fits described in detail below.
Extrapolating g' to co=0 in Figs. 7 and 8 allows a reli-
able determination of the dc susceptibility for T 0. 15
K. The small characteristic microscopic frequency, fc,
of these Ising systems at low T makes it difficult to ascer-
tain the dc limit at the lowest temperatures using this ap-
proach. We find that the static magnetic susceptibilities
in the two crystals evolve quite similarly, and scale sim-
ply with dipole concentration at higher T, as can be seen
in Fig. 9, which shows 1/g'(a3~0). At high T, the data
for both samples follow Curie-Weiss laws with Curie con-
stants given by the free-spin moments and intercepts6=0.05 and 0.16 K for x =0.045 and 0.167, respective-
ly. Both values for e are somewhat below the expected
(mean-field) intercepts. Furthermore, for x =0.167,
there are clear deviations from Curie-Weiss behavior at
low T, confirming that this sample, unlike crystals with
larger x, is not subject to a ferromagnetic instability. The
deviations from the Curie-Weiss law begin at T=0.25 K.
This corresponds to the ferromagnetic transition temper-
ature predicted by a mean-field-type scaling of T, with
concentration: x T, (x = 1 ) =0. 167 X 1.53 K =0.255 K,
and may be related to the Griffiths point in spin glasses,
the rough temperature below which collective magnetic
effects appear. From the positive sign of the Curie-Weiss
temperature, e, we infer that ferromagnetic spin clusters
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FIG. 9. The inverse dc susceptibility as a function of temper-
ature. Solid lines are Curie-Weiss fits whose intercepts scale
with dipole concentration x.
are present, a result directly confirmed by neutron-
diffraction results presented below.
Dramatic and fundamental differences between the two
glassy magnets emerge in the particulars of their spectro-
scopic response. How the magnetic dynamics change
with T is most easily found from a scaling plot of y"(co),
which by the fluctuation-dissipation theorem is simply
(ArI3/kT)S(Q =O, a3), where S(Q, a3) is the Fourier trans-
form of the two-spin correlation function. Figure 10
shows such a plot, where the data have been scaled at
each temperature by dividing the frequency by f and the
magnitude by y"(f ). f is the frequency at which the
peak in y"(cI3) occurs. The symmetrical broadening with
decreasing temperature for x =0.167 in the top half of
the figure is in marked contrast to the behavior of the
more dilute sample, x =0.045, shown in the bottom half
of Fig. 10. The scaled susceptibility for this material is
temperature independent at high scaled frequencies, and
has a low-frequency tail whose width broadens with in-
creasing T. The shapes of the curves on the scaling plots
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FIG. 8. Real (g') and imaginary (g") parts of the magnetic
susceptibility of LiHop Ig7Yp g33F4 vs frequency f for several
temperatures T. Solid lines are fits to a Gaussian distribution of
energy barriers described in the text.
FIG. 10. Imaginary part of the magnetic susceptibility scaled
by peak frequency and amplitude for LiHo„Y& F4 with
x =0.167 and x =0.045. y" broadens (narrows) with decreas-
ing temperature for the more concentrated (dilute) sample.
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are insensitive to the choice of demagnetization factor be-
cause of the scaling by f~.
Increased (decreased) low-frequency weight with de-
creasing temperature refiects a broadening (narrowing) of
the distribution of barriers to relaxation. Independent of
any particular fitting form for y(ai, T), the sealing plot of
y '(co) provides a vivid illustration of the opposite manner
in which the long-time relaxation processes evolve with T
for these two randomly diluted Ising glasses. It also im-
plies a qualitatively different T~0 ground state simply
as a function of dipole concentration.
In order to compare our data more directly to that in
the spin-glass literature, we present a log-log plot of
g"(ai) for the x =0.045 and 0.167 samples in Fig. 11.
g"(co)-ai' at low frequencies for both concentrations.
While a decreases with decreasing T for x =0.167, as is
typically observed in spin-glass systems approaching T
from above, a increases with decreasing T for
x =0.045.
We rely on a generalization of the Debye theory of
dielectric relaxation to quantitatively analyze our data.
The Debye model assumes that a single time ~ governs all
relaxation processes in the system. This leads to a com-
plex susceptibility given by
g(ai) = Xo
1 leo%
with a fixed width of 1.14 decades in frequency. A glassy
system has multiple routes to relaxation, which is
rejected in a much wider dynamic response. It is then
appropriate to think in terms of a distribution of energy
barriers to relaxation, p(Es ), corresponding to the distri-
bution of local environments for the spins, with each bar-
x = 0 1672
rier giving rise to a relaxation time via the Arrhenius
form
1
p(E& ) = — exp&2ncr
T '2
E~ —E,
This Gaussian distribution of barriers has been used suc-
cessfully in understanding other glassy systems, notably
(KBr)„(KCN)i „. Since r depends much more strong-
ly on Ez than on ~o, we assume that all its variation can
be accounted for by variations in Es, and fix ra= 1/f .
g" was fit first by varying go, cr, and E,. g' was then fit
with go, o, and E, fixed at the values obtained from g",
varying only a small dc offset. We attribute this offset to
a slight mismatch in the secondary coils. E, was temper-
ature independent, giving a value of E, =2.05+0.03 K
when averaged over the seven temperatures fit, in agree-
ment with the value from the Arrhenius fit to the peak in
g"'(ai). Hence, the temperature dependence of y(ai) for
x =0.167 can be represented in terms of only two param-
eters: go and 0.. Although generally successful in
describing the data, we note that the Gaussian distribu-
tion cannot reproduce the asymptotic low-frequency
power-law form of y" ( a~ ).
Neither a Gaussian distribution of barriers nor any of
the conventional asymmetric generalizations of Debye
with which we are familiar can account for the behavior
of the x =0.045 sample. We fit the susceptibility using
instead a Rat distribution of relaxation times with a large
~ tail:
(1—a) for ~(r, ,
7c
r(Es ) =70 exp(Eii /kT )
This gives for the susceptibility:
dEg
X(ai) =Xof "p(Ea )0 1 i—cow Es
The fits to the x =0.167 data shown in Fig. 8 come
from a p(E& ) given by
o 10t
o
0
~
'l 75 mK
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p(r)= '
ay ~~
for ~&~, .y+1
(6)
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FIG. 11. Log-log plots of the imaginary part of the magnetic
susceptibility vs frequency for LiHo„Yl F4 for x =0.167 and
x =0.045. The low-frequency susceptibility essentially obeys a
power-law frequency dependence y"(co)-co . The exponent a
(the slope of y" in this plot) increases with T for x =0.167, but
decreases as T is increased for x =0.045.
This gives rise to an asymmetric energy barrier distribu-
tion, dominated by exponential tails around a fixed bar-
rier, E„ that narrows as T is reduced and describes well
the data plotted in Fig. 7. The real and imaginary parts
of g(ai) were fit separately; the two fits yielded the same
values for a, y, yo, and ~, to within 10%. We estimate er-
ror bars in each parameter for both the x =0.045 and
x =0.167 functional forms by refitting the data with the
parameter in question held fixed over a range around its
best-fit value. This approach provides a measure of the
curvature of the chi-squared surface as a function of each
parameter. We define the error bars as the changes in
the parameter which yield a 10% change in the mean-
square deviation of the best fit from the data.
In order to directly compare the energy barrier distri-
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butions for the two magnetic glasses, described by
different fitting forms, we plot their second moments, AE,
in Fig. 12. b,E is defined by
I&EI'= f p(E&)(Eg E—, ) dE~ .p (7)
~p is a microscopic relaxation time and zv is the dynamic
exponent. Fitting the data for the x =0.167 samp1e to
this dynamical scaling form gives best-fit values
r =2.2+1.1X10 s T =0.10+0.01 K (open circle in
Fig. 1) and zv=7. 4+0.6. Monte Carlo simulations of Is-
ing spin glasses find zv=7. 0+1.0 when using ~„. The
agreement may be fortuitous, however, as our measure-
ments extend out to T/T =3. We note that r„ is not
well defined by the above form for the x =0.045 sample,
preventing a dynamic scaling analysis in that case.
Note that for x =0.167, AE is equal to the fit parameter
~. The variation of hE with T clearly shows the opposite
trends in the two materials. The solid lines are guides to
the eye. The scale and the exact temperature dependence
of b,E(T) may depend to some extent on the chosen
fitting form or demagnetization approximation, but the
direction in which hE evolves with T is robust. The
effect of sample geometry has been treated via a demag-
netization correction, but there remains the possibility of
shape altering the actual microscopic behavior. ' ' Fu-
ture investigations will address this issue.
LiHp p4&Yp»5F4 is unusual in the context of magnetic
glasses, behaving as if it were heading for a zero-
temperature ground-state dominated by a single barrier
to relaxation. In contrast, LiHop i67Yp 833F4 behaves in
a manner characteristic of spin glasses approaching their
freezing temperature, Tg, from above, with a prolifera-
tion of barriers and concomitant broadening of g"(ro) as
T is reduced. If we assume critical slowing down at the
spin-glass transition, then the average relaxation times
are expected to diverge as r,„=r [o(T —Tg)/Tg]
where we adopt Ogielski's definition,
C. Excitation spectrum
The contrasting temperature evolution of the barriers
to relaxation deduced from the two glasses' dynamic
response implies markedly different ground states with
dissimilar thermodynamic properties. We compare in
Fig. 13 the specific heat, C, of the x =0.045 and
x =0.167 samples normalized per mole of holmium for
0. 13~ T~1.5 K. For both samples, C(T) is dominated
by a broad maximum, which is actually a background
term due primarily to the moments I;(I=—,') of the ' Ho
nuclei which are coupled to the electronic moments J, via
the hyperfine interaction g AI; J;. Mennenga et al.
determined that for pure LiHoF4, A/k =0.42 K, which
is comparable both to xTc(x =1) and the measuring
temperatures for the present experiment. The solid line
in Fig. 13(a) represents the hyperfine specific heat
Cz ( T) for Ho + ions. The differences
hC ( T)= C ( T) C!v ( T)—, shown in Fig. 13(b), clearly indi-
cate interaction effects which are very different for the
two samples. For x =0.167, b, C(T) is typical of spin
glasses with a broad maximum centered at 0.18 K, a tem-
perature of order the scaled Curie temperature
xT&(x =1)=0.25 K. Its amplitude is sufftciently large
that for 0. 13(T(1.0 K, bC accounts for 85% of the
entropy (R ln2) associated with the (electronic) ground-
state doublets via the thermodynamic identity,
2S(T2)—S(T, )= J (hC/T)dT .
1
In contrast, in the same temperature range, an extraordi-
narily sharp Schottky-like (see below) peak dominates
b,C(T) for x =0.045. Its amplitude is well below that of
the broad maximum for x =0.167, and indeed accounts
for only 20% of the electronic entropy. As remarkable
as the sharp peak at 0.3 K is the fact that b, C is indistin-
guishable from zero at T=0.2 K. Thus, to within experi-
mental error, C( T) for x =0.045 has no linear term, even
I I I I I I I
LiHo„Yt „F4
()
0.6 (
LiHO, YI,F4
+ x = 0.045 Q !
2
i x = 0. 'l67
+ x = 0.04-5
0
Z{-} Q 1(D
(n
0.20. 'I 0.2 0.3 T (,'K) 1.0
FIG. 12. The width of the distribution of energy barriers to
relaxation, hE, deduced from the ac susceptibility, evolves in an
opposite manner with temperature, T, for the two glasses.
FIG. 13. (a) Total specific heat including the nuclear
hyperfine contribution, CN (solid line, Ref. 32). (b) Electronic
spin portion of the specific heat for the two magnetic glasses.
Solid lines are fits to a Schottky-like form [Eq. {8)].
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nE', —EC/8 = exp(kT) 1+n exp
2
(8)
though such terms are present in most other structural
and magnetic glasses. ' ' The data for the two sam-
ples essentially coincide at higher T, where C is dominat-
ed by the Schottky contribution of excitations from the
ground-state Ising doublet to the first-excited state singlet
9.4 K above. This high-temperature term should scale, as
observed, with holmium concentration. The yttrium nu-
clear contribution only becomes consequential for tem-
peratures below 0.04 K and the T lattice contribution is
only found to be significant for T & 5 K.
While g"(co) can be analyzed to yield the spectrum of
energy barriers, C( T) is determined by the spectrum of
excited states. The simplest spectrum consists of a
discrete level with energy E, and degeneracy n relative to
that of the ground state. The corresponding specific heat
is the generalized Schottky form,
10'
o 10'
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FIG. 14. Normalized change in temperature after a step in
heat, AT, vs time in units of the 1/e decay time. For base tem-
perature To & 100 mK, the thermal relaxation of
LiHoo Q45 Yp 955F4 becomes progressively slower than exponen-
tial. A purely exponential decay is found for LiHop ~67Yp 833F4
for all To measured.
Narrower peaks are associated with higher-excited state
degeneracies. The solid lines in Fig. 13(b) correspond to
the best fits of Eq. (8) to the data. The associated param-
eters are radically different for the two samples:
E, /k =0.39 K and n =0. 8 for x =0.167 ( T & 0. 6 K),
and E, /k =2. 15 K and n =890 for x =0.045. Our re-
sults should not be literally interpreted as implying that
the excited-state spectra consist of discrete levels. In-
stead, for x =0.167, we have simply shown that the spec-
trum of low-lying states is characterized by a typical en-
ergy of order xkTC(x =1) and a degeneracy similar to
that of the ground state. In contrast, the sharp features
in C( T) for x =0.045 are due to excitations with energies
of order kTc(x =1), i.e., the energy required to break a
ferromagnetic bond between near neighbors. That such
clusters are rare is apparent from the low entropy associ-
ated with the peaks. %e note that an electronic contribu-
tion to the specific heat of the form T has been report-
ed in the insulating spin glass Eu„Sri „Sand identified
as the tail of an (unseen) Schottky peak possibly arising
from totally decoupled clusters created by frustration.
One way to measure C( T) is to observe the response
b, T(t) of the sample temperature to a step in the heat ap-
plied to the sample. In general, the response is exponen-
tial, with a time constant r ~ C(T). This is indeed the
case at all measuring temperatures for LiHo„YI F4
with x =0.167. However, for x =0.045, there are in-
creasingly serious deviations from the exponentia1 law as
Tis reduced below 100 mK. We show in Fig. 14 a semi-
log plot for both samples of hT versus time in units of the
1/e decay time ( —10 sec), normalized to AT at
t /~=0. 1. A straight line corresponds to the expected ex-
ponential decay. There is a rapid initial drop in hT at
t /~ &&0. 1, which may be due to a time-dependent
specific-heat characteristic of structural glasses or to
thermal contact problems and is not understood at this
time.
One way to parametrize a slower than exponential re-
laxation is via the so-called stretched exponential form,
0.8—
F4
+ x = 0.045
~ x = 0.167
0.6—
0.450
I
75 100
v (~K)
FIG. 15. Comparison of the thermal relaxation of the two di-
pole glasses for T (100 mK, as parametrized by a stretched ex-
ponential form: hT ~ exp( —t/~)~. Only the more dilute sam-
ple demonstrates a clear trend towards slower than exponential
behavior.
6T~ exp( t/r)~, with—0&p&1. We fit the data for
both LiHoo o4q Yo 9q~F4 and LiHoo )67Yo 833F4 below
T =100 mK to this form, and we plot the values of p in
Fig 15. .p decreases smoothly from one with decreasing
T for x =0.045, but is consistent with one within the
scatter for x =0. 167. In the past, slower than exponen-
tial thermal relaxation has been associated with structur-
al glasses, but not found in spin glasses. To the best of
our knowledge, the current measurement represents the
first observation of this e8'ect for a disordered magnet.
(Nonexponential decays of the magnetization are, of
course, ubiquitous in such systems. i ) Frequency-
dependent measurements of the specific heat of (o-
terphenyl), „(o-phenylphenol)„mixtures near the glass
transition find a p which extrapolates to zero at the glass
transition temperature, T~. If we assume that the
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thermal relaxation parameter P varies linearly with T,
then P extrapolates to zero at T =0 for x =0.045, imply-
ing that T -0, consistent with our picture from the ac
magnetic susceptibility.
D. Magnetic correlations
We conducted neutron scattering studies at
Brookhaven in order to look directly at the spin correla-
tions in the more concentrated glass. The neutron mea-
surements cannot provide direct information about spin
freezing because the energy scale for spin relaxation,
fiI =Pi/r, h„=(4X10 meV) exp[ —2.2/T(I(. )]
I
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from Eq. (2), is much smaller than the instrumental ener-
gy resolution ( -0.3 meV). They do reveal, however, the
typical size and shape of the slowly relaxing ferromagnet-
ic clusters which contribute to the bulk (q =0) ac
response described above. Figures 16 and 17 show four
scans through the magnetic diffuse scattering from
LiHop &67Yp 833F4 at T=0.15 K. They follow the re-
ciprocal space trajectories indicated by the dotted lines in
the inset of Fig. 16. We express the momentum transfer
0
"
( I l I
-0.5 -0.2 -O. I
I l I
0 O. l 0.2 0.5
FIG. 17. Elastic scans along the Ising axis at T=0.15 K,
showing that the scattering profile for Q=((,O, g) widens with
increasing distance of g from 2.0 X a . Solid lines are fits to the
mean-field theory for a uniaxial dipolar-coupled magnet [Eqs.
(9) and (10) in the text)].
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in coordinates such that Q=((, O, ri), where g and ri are
in units of a' =2n/a =1.211 A ' and c"=2m /c
=0.579 A ', respectively. Note that the dipoles are
parallel to (0,0, 1). The ((,0,0) scan (upper frame of Fig.
16) passes directly through the (2,0,0) nuclear Bragg
point where magnetic Bragg scattering is observed for
ferromagnetic samples of LiHo„Y, „F4. The most strik-
ing features of the data are (a) the occurrence of a
minimum at (2,0,0) for scans parallel to but slightly offset
from the longitudinal ((,0,0) scan, and (b) the dramatic
narrowing of the transverse scans ((,O, r)) as g ap-
proaches two. These features set dipolar-coupled systems
apart from ordinary exchange-coupled magnets. The
"bow-tie" shape of the constant intensity contours of the
diffuse scattering (also indicated in the inset of Fig. 16)
corresponds to FM clusters in real space which are
elongated parallel to the (Ising) c axis, along which the di-
polar interaction is ferromagnetic, and pinched near their
middles in the transverse directions, along which the di-
polar interaction is antiferromagnetic.
In the quasielastic approximation, the magnetic cross
section for unpolarized neutrons' from Ising systems is
2
=a 1—do Q, (9)
L
FIG. 16. Neutron-scattering intensity as a function of
momentum transfer @=i(,O, q) for g=O (upper frame) and
0.05Xc* (lower frame). The off-axis scan shows the double-
lobed profile characteristic of dipolar interactions. Solid lines
are fits to the mean-field theory for a uniaxial dipolar-coupled
magnet [Eqs. (9) and (10) in the text]. The small peak at /=2. 22
is the (1,1,1) powder diffraction ring from the aluminum vacuum
cans and radiation shield of the cryostat. Inset illustrates the
reciprocal-space trajectories of the scans of this figure as well as
those in Figs. 17 and 18.
where a is the square of a coupling constant, z refers to
the Ising spin direction, f(Q) is the form factor for
Ho +, y(Q, T) is the wave vector and temperature-
dependent susceptibility, and y ( T) is the susceptibility of
the system in the noninteracting limit. If we take
q=Q —rzoo, the deviation of Q from the (2,0,0) reciprocal
lattice vector, then, in the long-wavelength (small q) lim-
it, the mean-Geld theory for a uniaxial, dipolar-coupled
system' gives
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'(Q, T) ~ 1+/ q +g
2
(10)
g is the correlation length in the plane perpendicular to
the Ising axis, and g is a measure of the anisotropy of the
interaction. When allowed to Aoat in the fits, g showed
no definite temperature dependence over the seven tem-
peratures measured. Consequently, we refit the data us-
ing the average value g =2.0 (with uncertainty +0. 15),
obtaining the curves shown in Figs. 16, 17, and 18.
The value g =2.0 is, as expected, somewhat larger than
that observed for nondiluted systems. Mean-field calcula-
tions' for LiTbF4 give g =1.5, while measurements of
the critical scattering' near T~ find g =1.3. If one
defines an average correlation length along the Ising axis,
g{~, as the inverse of the maximum width of the half-
height contour of the lobes of the scattering amplitude,
then
g~~
=g ' g . As the dipolar interaction between two
spins in the plane is antiferromagnetic, in-plane fer-
romagnetic correlations must proceed indirectly via out-
of-plane neighbors. These will be affected more strongly
by dilution than correlations along c, which are fer-
romagnetic without assistance from neighboring spins.
This leads to a reduction of g relative to g{~ as spins are re-
moved from the systems, and, consequently, an increase
in g.
Figure 18 shows that the ((,0,0) scan becomes both
more intense and narrower as T is reduced, indicating
that the FM correlations are growing even in the basal
plane. We find from the fits to Eqs. (9) and (10) that g
increases from 2.6+1.7 A at T =0.5 K to 20+4 A at
T =0.15(5) K. From the present neutron measurements
it is unclear whether the growth in g persists below
T=0.2 K. However, both the deviations from Curie-
Weiss behavior in the dc susceptibility (see Fig. 9) and the
statistically insignificant increase in g found between
100
0
0
1.4 2.0
FIG. 18. Elastic scans as a function of g in Q=($,0,0) for
LlHOO 167Yo 833F4 at a series of temperatures. Solid lines are fits
to the mean-field theory for a unixial dipolar-coupled magnet
[Eqs. (9) and (10) in the text]. The narrowing of the peaks with
decreasing T corresponds to an increasing in-plane ferromagnet-
ic correlation length.
T=0.2 K and T=0.15 K argue against any rapid in-
crease. The spin-glass state in LiHop &67Ypg33F4 then
would involve collective freezing of sizable ferromagnetic
clusters elongated along the Ising axis. The strong in-
teractions between such clusters presumably give rise to
the glassy behavior and the apparent freezing at this spin
concentration. SuScient interlocking inhibits the reori-
entation of the clusters into different spatial config-
urations which have essentially the same energy but op-
posite net moments. Furthermore, since the in-plane fer-
romagnetic correlations require assistance from out-of-
plane neighbors, the formation of clusters should be con-
centration dependent. We believe that the x =0.045 ma-
terial is too dilute to have substantial in-plane ferromag-
netic ordering (although the appropriate neutron experi-
ments remain to be performed), and hence does not have
the same type of cluster growth leading to freezing as we
see for x =0.167. The substantially lower Curie-Weiss
temperature for x =0.045 means that the fundamental
FM correlated entities responsible for collective behavior
must also be much smaller.
IV. DISCUSSION
Pure LiHoF4 is a ferromagnet, with an essentially per-
fect (due to the long range of the dipolar interaction)
mean-field transition' at T, =1.53 K. Random dilution
of the magnetic Ho + sites with nonmagnetic Y + for
spin concentrations down to at least x =0.46 preserves
the ferromagnetism, with a critical temperature given by
a simple scaling with x of the T, of the pure system. This
disordered ferromagnet awaits closer investigation to test
the predictions of novel critical exponents for the ran-
dom, dipolar-coupled Ising magnet at the marginal
dimensionality. Neutron-scattering studies ' of
LiHop 3Yp 7F4 find a ferromagnetic ground state, but with
a T, 20% below the mean-field prediction and with a sat-
uration magnetic moment per rare-earth ion only 60% of
that observed in the undiluted material. For x «0. 167,
magnetic glassiness ensues, but with what appear to be
fundamentally different regimes of glassy response as a
function of dipole concentration. The behavior of
LiHo„Y, „F„with x =0.167 is consistent with our ex-
pectations for a canonical spin glass, as evidenced by
the temperature evolution of the low-frequency magnetic
susceptibility, equilibrium specific heat, and thermal re-
laxation. For x =0.045, however, the more dilute set of
interacting dipoles behaves as if reducing the temperature
reduces their interactions. This behavior is completely
different from that for spin glasses, which, according to
theory, ' should also include arbitrarily dilute dipolar-
coupled magnets.
While we do not have a detailed, microscopic explana-
tion for the behavior of the more dilute sample,
x =0.045, the following simple model reproduces the
effects we observe. The ac susceptibility data indicate
that as the system approaches its zero-temperature
ground state, spin relaxation is dominated by a single bar-
rier, F, This is consistent with a picture in which the
ground state for x =0.045 consists of spin clusters with
zero net dipole moment. The molecular field in which
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FIG. 19. Schematic of representative spin con6gurations, and
the densities of states Do(E) and D l (E), for single spin Hips rel-
ative to the unperturbed ground state and relative to the state
with one spin already Hipped, respectively, as a function of de-
creasing concentration of dipoles. Open circles in upper frames
represent nonmagnetic ions. FM denotes ferromagnet, SG
denotes spin glass, and DCG denotes decoupled cluster glass.
spin reorientation occurs is therefore effectively zero. As
T is increased, some clusters are excited into states with
nonzero moments, which then act on spins in other clus-
ters. Thus, the distribution of molecular fields, and hence
the distribution of energy barriers to spin relaxation, will
broaden with increasing temperature.
The reorientation of the isolated clusters involves flips
of individual dipoles, an energy of order the nearest-
neighbor dipole-dipole interaction energy, Es/k-2 K
from the Arrhenius law. Indeed, we find from our
analysis of the specific heat of the x =0.045 sample an
energy E&/k=2. 15 K, the energy of a spin flip in a
nearest-neighbor pair. This splitting between ground and
excited states is much greater than the measuring temper-
ature. In contrast, the specific heat of the x =0.167 sam-
ple is characterized by a lower energy, E, /k =0.39 K,
presumably due to collective motions of many spins
within an extended cluster ~here frustrated regions can
reorient into spatially distinct configurations of roughly
equivalent energies. Here, the splitting between
"ground" and "excited" states is of order T and it is
difficult to make a distinction between both highly degen-
erate levels. The characteristic energy E, must also be of
order the molecular field associated with the relatively
large ferromagnetic clusters found by our neutron mea-
surements.
We attempt to illustrate the distinctions between the
different ground states in Fig. 19. The upper panel
represents a characteristic (Ising) spin configuration, the
middle panel the distribution, Do(E), of single-spin-flip
energies E for the ground state, and the lower panel the
distribution, D~(E), of energies for spin flips given that
one spin has reoriented. Assuming that individual spin
flips are good representations of the excited eigenstates of
the system, the specific heat is dominated at low T by
Do(E). As T approaches zero, magnetic relaxation is also
related to Do(E). In the case of the ferromagnet, all spins
are aligned with a narrow Do(E) centered about
E-kTC(x = 1). After a spin flip, there are lower-energy
excitations present in the vicinity of that spin which leads
to the low-energy broadening in D, (E). In the case of
the spin glass, spins point randomly with zero net magne-
tization. One thus expects a broad ground-state density
of states, Do(E), with a characteristic energy width of or-
der xkTc(x =1). Local changes in spin orientations
should not appreciably affect the density of states; hence
the similarity between D, (E) and Do(E). Finally, for the
case of the "decoupled cluster glass" (DCG), we have ex-
plained our data with essentially isolated clusters with
zero net moments, whose coupling increases with T as a
nearest neighbor is excited into a ferromagnetic
configuration. Here, there are narrow peaks in Do(E) at
energies from zero to kTc(x =1). The coupling between
clusters after a spin flip makes D
&
(E) for the DCG
resemble D
&
(E) for the spin-glass state. This coupling,
unique to systems with long-range interactions, is respon-
sible for the broadening of the distribution of barriers to
relaxation as T is increased. For the classic case of
decoupled clusters in a system with short-range interac-
tions, namely a near-neighbor exchange-coupled magnet
below its percolation threshold, Do(E) and D&(E) are
qualitatively the same: Both consist of sums of finite
numbers of delta functions.
The DCG state is most unusual in view of the long-
range nature of the dipolar interaction. Whether systems
of interacting spins can display ground states which are
not frozen in the collective sense has been a fundamental
question in the study of magnetism. When quantum
mechanics is considered such systems can be found, as in
the case of the one-dimensional antiferromagnet. For
disordered s =
—,
' Heisenberg antiferromagnets, local sing-
let formation also preempts spin freezing. However, for
classical spins, finite temperature freezing is generally ex-
pected if the range of the interactions exceeds a suitably
defined spacing between spins.
Data on other relatively dense classical spin systems
also point to the possibility of freezing only at zero tem-
perature. For example, searches for a spin-glass phase
due to dipolar interactions between the s =—
,
'moments on
Eu + in dilute Eu Sr, „Swere unsuccessful. Similarly,
a variety of Ising rubies [(Cr„AI, „)03] have been
shown to possess at best a T =0 spin-glass transition.
In the case of LiHo Y, „F4, we have shown that it is
possible to study the evolution from DCG to SG to FM
simply as a function of dipole concentration.
Finally, with a view towards relating the magnetic (and
thermal) relaxation data to the specific-heat results, it is
of interest to consider the mean degeneracy N of occu-
pied states. For T =0, N is simply the degeneracy No of
the ground state, while for finite T, N can deviate from
No as given by the thermal occupation of excited states.
In the case of the single level assumed in the derivation of
Eq. (8),
1+n exp( E,/kT)—x/x, =(n.„)= 1+n exp( E,/kT)—
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If n &1, N decreases with increasing T, while if n & 1, N
increases with T. Thus, if our parametrization of C(T)
were literally correct, we would conclude that dN IdT & 0
and )0 for the x =0.167 and 0.045 samples, respective-
ly. When we consider that magnetic relaxation is slower
for large degeneracies, it follows that the scaled low-
frequency susceptibilities y"(fIf ) should be enhanced
with decreasing T for x =0.167, and increasing T for
x =0.045. Hence, we have at least a qualitative under-
standing of the opposing trends in the ac susceptibility.
Analogous arguments can be made for the thermal relax-
ation. Specifically, a particular temperature is character-
ized by a particular occupation of excited states. If the
excited states do not stand in one-to-one correspondence
with the states whose energies are close (within kT) to the
ground-state energy, achieving the correct occupation
(after application of heat) for a new equilibrium will typi-
cally be a rnultistep process involving several rates. For
example, when the excited states are clustered in relative-
ly narrow manifolds, as they are for x =0.045, the first of
these rates involves the transition between the well-
separated ground and excited state manifolds, and the
others are due to the "settling" process within the
excited-state manifold. In agreement with experiment,
this physical picture implies that for the spin-glass sam-
ple, where the relative degeneracy n —l, the thermal re-
laxation should be exponential, while for x =0.045, the
relative excited-state degeneracies n &&1, and the thermal
relaxation would more likely be nonexponential.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the randomly diluted dipolar-coupled
system LiHo„Y, „F~ and find dramatically different
properties for x =0.045 and 0.167. For the larger con-
centration, behavior typical of a spin glass is observed,
while for x =0.045, we have discovered nonexponential
thermal relaxation, a sharp Schottky-like peak in the
specific heat, and a scaled low-frequency magnetic
response which becomes smaller with decreasing T. We
have given heuristic arguments as to the self-consistent
nature of these properties. Their fundamental physical
origin remains to be precisely specified. Nevertheless, a
ground state consisting of decoupled, finite spin clusters
which become coupled when in their (thermally) excited
states, would yield the newly discovered phenomena for
x =0.045. As x is increased, the excited state manifolds
would intermingle with the ground-state manifold, and
yield a conventional spin glass whose response is dom-
inated by a single infinite cluster. Neutron-scattering
studies of the x =0.167 material show the growth of fer-
romagnetic clusters, and suggest that freezing is governed
by the growth of these clusters in the plane perpendicular
to the Ising axis. It is our hope that the study of this mi-
croscopically clean model system will open new avenues
to the understanding of the complex macroscopic behav-
ior of glasses.
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